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PART _ A

Choose correct option. Each bunch carries .t weightage.

f . i) Curl of a vector field is
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a) scalar b) vector c) tensor d) both a) and c)

ii) The number of electrons in one coulomb of charge is
a) 6.25x 1018

c) 5.25x1018
b) 6.2sx t otg

d) 5'25x 101e

iii) lf a charge is moved against the coulomb force of an electric fieJd then
a) work is done by the electric field

b) energy is used from outside
c) strength of the field is reduced

d) energy of the system is decreased

iv) Potential at a point at a distance 'r' from the centre of a uniformly chargqd
sphere of radius a (< r) is proportional to

a) a3 b)r c)l
r

1

d) e€a"
2' i) An electric charge is placed at the centre of a cube of side a. The electric flux

through one of its faces will be

'b)]o c)
to

6q
to

1na) 'e'6to d) zero

P.T.O.
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(2x1=2) l

(6x1=6)

ii) The mathematical expression for Gauss theorem is

a) $e.os=eoI9

c) $E.os= Iq d) f E.ds =

. Yn
b) QE.ds - LY

'to

Iq
4nts

iii) ln cyclotron the charged particle may be accelerated upto energies
a) severaleV b) MeV c) BeV

iv) The unit of magnetic induction is

d) KeV

a) Wbm-z b) Wbnm-t c) Wbm-1 0 Wb

PART _ B

Answer any six questions. Each carries a weightage 1.

3. What is Dirac-Delta function ?

4. State and explain stokes theorem.

5. What is,Coulomb's law ?

6. Give any one application of Gauss's law.

7. Discuss Poisson's equation.

B. write down the expression for work done in moving a charge.

9. Give the importance of clausius-Mossotti equation.

10. Explain the basic properties ol conduction.

PAFIT _ C

Answer any nine, Each question carries 2 marks.

11. Prove the following identities.

a) V.VV=V2V

b) V.iVxA)=0.

12. Derive an expression for the energy o't acharge distribution.
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Derive the difterential{orm of Gauss's law' Showinat Cutt E = 0'

obtain the Laprace,s equation in two and three dimensions. Exprain the properties

-J-
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, 13.

14.
of solutions'

15. What are the electrostatic boundary conditions ?'

16. A dielectric cube of side a centred at the origin, carries a frozen - in polarization

.F-=kT,wherekisaconstant.Findalltheboundchargesandchecktheyadd

uP to ze(o'

.17.Whatise|ectricdisplacement?StateandproveGauss'slawinpresenceof
dielectric' I

18. Exprain the work needed to move a charge e through a potentiat dii{erence V is

q1= QV whereas the energy $;il;;h";g;o .Jp".itor is U = 
1/2QV.

19'StateandexplainBiotSavar'tlaw.Usethe|awtofindmagneticfielddueto
infinitelY long wire'

zo,stateandexplailA.mpe.r-?slawandapp|ythesametolindthemagneticfieldat
the centre of the Solenoto' 

-r^ ^+-

21. What is magnetic vector potentia| ? Discuss about magneto static boundary

conditions

22. show that ror a charged particre moving with a velocity v , the magnetic potential

\
is given by A -- $U 'where 

V is the electrostatic potential' (9x2=18)

PART _ D

Answer any one' Each question carries 4 W'

23. Derive an expression ror the electricar pressure experienced by a charged su'fate'

Hence ontain tlrr"e"r*pi.r.ion for the energy density'

24.WhatisLorentz{orce?Explain.Deriveanexpressionforcyclotronradius"[1*=ot
lreouencY'


